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Report on Implementation of Continuous Improvement Process 
Summer 2017 

 
 

A. CI Process, Cycle, and Process Lead 
 

1. CI Process: Manager Evaluation. 
 

2. CI Cycle (semester/year & frequency):  Manager and supervisor evaluations are conducted 
each year during the first two years of employment, and every three years thereafter, 
although more frequent evaluations may be conducted.  The evaluations are conducted on an 
academic year basis, with each evaluation due by June 30 of the year (or period) being 
evaluated.  Managers and supervisors participate in a goal setting and goal assessment 
process on an annual basis, regardless of whether they also participate in a comprehensive 
evaluation. This cycle and other procedures are contained in Administrative Procedure 7150, 
which implements Board Policy 7150, Manager Evaluations. 
 

3. CI Process Lead: AVPHR. 
 

B. Evaluation of the CI Process Implementation for the Most Recent CI Cycle 
 
This section asks you to evaluate what was accomplished overall in the most recent cycle.  

 
1. When was your most recent CI Cycle? 
 

From: _______July 1, 2016___________  To: _____June 30, 2017______________ 
 

2. Was the CI process implemented as stated in the completed template?     
 X  Yes        No 
 
If not, why not? What were the primary challenges or obstacles?  
 

�Î   
 

3. Based on the list of elements (who or what) that were scheduled to be evaluated, how many 
were (or how much was) scheduled, and how many were (or how much was) completed? 

During the review cycle, all manager evaluations were completed except one. (That 
evaluation was the subject of some confusion about whether it should be a goals-only 
or full evaluation, and the evaluating supervisor then did not follow through on the 
goals-only evaluation that was determined to be the correct cycle).  , in that cycle , stating the 

reasons for having made the modifications and the improvements, if any, that resulted. 
There were no significant modifications made to the process, though there were some 

changes/improvements made to the tools. Those include having a signature line for 
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the area vice president to review the completed evaluation before filing; and adding 
an evaluation component concerning the evaluatee’s respect and appreciation for a 
diverse and talented workforce in the peer assessment component, the self-evaluation 
component, and the supervisor evaluation component. 

 
 Fortuitously, during this cycle, we were encouraged by our property and liability carrier to 

require all managers to take both a video training on how to do complete performance 
evaluations, and also to attend an in-person training, which we hosted, that gave our 
managers additional practice in completing performance reviews. We supplemented this by 
additional training to managers in how to develop and implement SMART goals in the 
evaluation process. We do not anticipate doing this every year, but we did think that regular 
training in evaluations could be a useful part of the continuous improvement cycle. 

�Î   
 

5. List significant modifications that have been made or will be made to the process for the next 
CI cycle, stating the need for them and the specific improvement desired. 
 

�Î  There are no anticipated changes to the process, with the possible exception of automating 
the process more fully, if we are able to deploy the performance evaluation module of Taleo 
by then. That module not only would include all of the documents and automate 
communications to supervisors and evaluatees, but also could more easily link goals and goal 
assessments with professional development opportunities and tracking. 
  

6. Please provide any additional comments about your CI process implementation. 
 

�Î   


